Smartstage platforms can be configured flat, or with levels, any configuration you like, any height, any direction, and size! Standard decks are 3’x8’, we make all kinds though, layered in any height increments you desire, standard 7” or 12”. Platforms can be set up fast using the smartstage fastfold frames, or single legs, both are great. One saves time, one saves cost. Freedom to build in any direction, any height and over any terrain. Simple to use.

**BENEFITS**

- Reconfigurable
- Simple, no loose parts
- Can be installed fast with 2 people
- Baked on black finish
- Heights from 3 inches to 10 feet

Get started with Smartstage today!

Smartstage Corporation
2510 E Sunset Rd., #222
Las Vegas, Nevada, 89120-3511
Email: sales@smartstage.com
Phone: 702-951-9585
Fax: 954-919-1503

Video link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNKCfCkGM8k